Time-resolved structural investigation of regenerated silk fibroin nanofibers treated with solvent vapor.
Nonwoven matrices of silk fibroin (SF) nanofibers were prepared by electrospinning a regenerated SF solution, followed by treatment with solvent vapor including water, methanol, ethanol, and propanol. Structural changes of solvent vapor-treated SF nanofibers were investigated in a time-resolved manner using IR spectroscopy. Conformational transitions of SF nanofibers from random coil to beta-sheet forms were dependent on the type of solvent vapor used, and their transition rates were strongly influenced by treatment temperatures. Consistent with previous findings, methanol vapor treatment provided a fast and effective means by which to alter the secondary structure of SF nanofibers. However, treatment with water vapor, as compared to treatment with alcohol vapor, was also useful for inducing structural changes in SF nanofibers. As demonstrated in the present study, our approach of controlling secondary structure formation of proteins by solvent vapor treatment and monitoring real-time conformational changes may be useful for the design and tailoring of materials for biomedical applications.